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Now Updated and with New Success Tips! Rainmakers are not born. They are made. And Jeffrey
Fox's powerful HOW TO BECOME A RAINMAKER will get you there. Filled with smart tips given in
the Fox signature style, counter-intuitive, controversial, and practiced, this hard-hitting collection of
sales advice shows readers how to woo, pursue, and finally win any customer. In witty, succinct
chapters, Fox offers surprising, daring, and totally practical wisdom that will help readers rise above
the competition in any company in any field. A terrific resource for CEOs, as well as anyone looking
to distinguish themselves in sales--be it books, cars, or real estate--How to Become a Rainmaker
offers the opportunity to rise above the competition in any company, in any field.
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I would give this book 4 stars except the title is so misleading. Perhaps I am jaundiced on this point,
knowing many of the top rainmakers in the world in investment banking, advertising, law, and
consulting as I do. NONE of them would have become rainmakers if they had followed the advice of
this book. They might have become fairly effective salespeople instead.Rainmakers find ways to
connect with people well beyond anything considered in this book. In fact, since no research is cited
by the author, I wonder if any research was done to write this book. It has the feeling of being a
memoir of what the author has found works for him.The only part of the advice that I thought was
wrong was the insistence on using canned questions to move the prospect along. Sophisticated
customers spot these a mile away, and run in the opposite direction. You will simply be manipulating
people, and that's NOT the way to be a rainmaker.Having had my expectations falsely raised by the

title, I still yearn for a good book on being a top rainmaker based on the best practices of what they
actually do. Perhaps someone else will write that book.If you want a short book on selling that
covers many of selling's important principles, this is a perfectly okay book. If you have been selling
for more than 5 years, there's probably not much here to help you unless you totally lack emotional
intelligence (in that case, read Daniel Goleman's excellent book, Emotional Intelligence).

As a lawyer and as an MBA that is currently running his own consulting business, I picked up this
book as a way of giving myself a refresher course on sales. I was not disappointed by the book, nor
was I amazed by the advice given. The book is easy to read and contains 160 odd pages of large
font, widely spaced text. I read this entire book during the course of a brief flight from Los Angeles to
San Jose(about an hour).Others have commented that the book contains a lot of simple, obvious
and straight forward advice and I tend to agree with this assessment. However, advice does not
always need to be complex or particularly insightful in order to be useful. For example, it is always
good to remember the value of embracing your client's objections and to develop a client-centric
view of the sales process. While this is obvious to most sales people, many of us tend to overlook
this principle from time to time.The book has other fundamental weaknesses. For one thing, most of
the examples contained in the book are non-specific and often feel like made up clichÃ©s. For
example, the truly predictable tale of the sales person who was able to land a huge account by
being nice to a secretary that later became an executive VP...From my perspective the book also
has another serious deficiency - most of the examples given in the book deal with tangible products.
The author almost completely ignores the often much more challenging and complex process of
selling services.The bottom line is this: this is a decent book if you need a quick refresher or if you
are completely unfamiliar with the world of sales. If that is not the case, look for a different book.

by Dan MorelandJeffrey Fox has brilliantly cashed in on America's Quick-Fix-to-Get-Rich Culture,
authoring the short and to the point "How to Become CEO". This follow-up is another guaranteed
moneymaker. Unlike the endless array of Byzantine and boring sales manuals on the market,
"Rainmaker" is short and to the point. No charts, no high fallutin' theories, and it can be read in
about 90 minutes or so. Or, if you suffer from A.D.D., you'll be pleased to find that most chapters
can be ripped through in 5 minutes or less!But on to the $64,000 question- will the book turn you
into a "Rainmaker", the mystical term for superstar sales professional? The answer is, well, just like
every other sales book promising the keys to the kingdom of money and success, not really. As
usual, in sales, there is no substitute for prospecting, listening and getting the customer what they

need.Not that the book is not a useful guide, and not that I would not recommend it to any new
salesman or slumping sales pro. Again, in Fox's easy to read prose, the chapter title basically gives
you the piece of advice. Examples include "Customers Don't Care about You", or "Never Wear a
Pen in Your Shirt Pocket".While the book can be criticized as a bit simplistic, Fox does offer some
refreshing common sense. Fox stands out amongst all the "gurus" out there trying to rewrite the
laws of selling. They torture us with their 300 page borefests. And 90% of them are either Ivy
League MBAs or con artists who never even sold lemonade at a corner stand.If you are like me and
have an attention span of 30 seconds or less, but still want to pick up some sales advice, I'd
recommend this book. Also check out titles by Joe Girard, Frank Bettger and Byrd Baggett.

I bought the book two days ago and I read it really quickly (2-3 hours). Like other books on
improving sales you need to APPLY these techniques and principles in order to get maximum value
out of the book. If anything, you will at least learn to recognize good sales people from bad
ones.This book is, for some, common sense. For others, this book is a quick refresher course of the
basic principals of selling and finally, it might be a completely new experience for many and it may
have you thinking about the art of selling. The reality is that the value of this book, to you, probably
depends on how much training and common sense you already have. In general, I really enjoyed
the book and thought there were many interesting sales concepts, which I am looking forward to
employing to see how effective they are in real life. Fox continually emphasized the concept of
dollarization throughout the book and gave examples of different sales techniques throughout the
book
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